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Sketches has indeed been looked upon as valuable, through various historians and art lovers. Even 
the meta-character of the proposals has been valued, but not to fulfilment. Leonardo da Vinci's draw-
ings for a helicopter in the renaissance was seen at the time as fantasy. So were Claes Oldenburg's 
proposals for gigantic monuments in the 1960's.

Today sculpture in the expanded field is directed towards the image of the product, a well made, fresh 
looking item of seduction. In this development however the proposal seem to have lost its attraction.

The proposal display the artist's fantasies or ideas with the most intimate relation to his or hers daily 
activity. Often there is very little distance from mind and heart to the paper. And due to the suggestive 
attitude of these notes, many practical, economical and ethical reflections that could lead to obstruc-
tion of output, is not present in these kind of artwork.

The realisation of threedimentional work would of course never happen without the drawing, but note 
that often the proposal is a better vehicle for the artist intention, than the finished artwork is.

I would like to submit the following proposals to the public through releasing this book. None of 
these proposals are realised exept Fiesta Mayor paa Ole Bulls Plass 1998 and MPT - Museo de 
Pasatiempo, Infosign (Munch) and Norsk Sokkel Award 2001.

Preface
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Untitled (1000 meters)

1998 

For several years, I was doing a conceptual work with light, installing yellow light in gal-
leries, museums and in public space. The idea was quite simple and based on an anti-
whitecube attitude; it seemed to me at this point in my studies, that whatever you put into 
a white cube, would function as art. This led to the assumption that the white cube itself is 
the genuine art constitution and that the space is the object and the art-object its hostage. 

So, instead of bringing the sculptural object into the space and install it, I decided to leave 
a specific layer of paint on the original lighting system. I basically painted the light tubes 
with a Lukas Fine Oil colour and left the rest of the space untouched. The effect was aston-
ishing, as the entire space was literally filled with yellow light. I closed the gallery during 
the exhibition and the public related to it from the outside.

Living in Bergen some years later, a local biker club got hold of a tunnel space left by the 
national railroad, a perfect site for a club like this, with a drive-in entrance and a huge 
industrial space hidden in the back alley of regular traffic. I saw an excellent possibility for 
extending my yellow light readymade project: 

Around the entrance of the tunnel, a suitable amount of strong halogen bicycle headlights 
are mounted in a chain. The lighting can either be used as a work light in the yard or be 
programmed to be turned on every time someone is coming up the road towards the tunnel, 
as a welcome or as a get-the-hell-out-of-here sign.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

32 rooms apartment 

2002 

We were looking for a place to live in Oslo and went to a lot of open houses and real-estate 
offices for a period of time. The down to earth considerations are necessary when you are 
looking for a flat to live close with your family for many years and when you borrow that 
much money. In the back of my head the romantic notion of the industrial size artist studio 
is still a living although naive consumption.

On one of these showing I suddenly saw a possible space. The broker gives us a draw-
ing of the apartment together with all the technical facts and some information on the area 
where the flat was situated. This area map of Grünerløkka / Sofienberg in Oslo looked to 
me very much like the map of the apartments and I immediately thought: OK, that is our 
apartment, that's it!

Further consideration on this project, the enormous size and placement serves as a positive 
utopia and a surreal trip. But consider it for a moment; it could be a nice collective experi-
ment with more than 500 families living together.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

11 alternative sites 

2002 

Talking about seeing maps, this originally failure drawing turned out to look like a map for a 
delta. There was a public argument on renaissance bridges an their placement and this site 
seemed to be a perfect place to try out different bridges and placements, a sort of bridge-
expo.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

The Visa Paintings (872 paintings at Oslo Plaza Hotel) 

1995-05 

In 1994, I had the idea that i wanted to make a painting for every room at Oslo Plaza Hotel. 
The hotel had 872 rooms and I started planning the making of the work. Immediately I had 
the notion that the paintings should be made in a mechanical manner and with a format of 
approximately 100 by 25 centimetres. They should be made with the speed of visa-cards 
and in the bright colours of the nations. Hesitating to start this production, I finally arrived 
at making the first ones the summer of 2000, in the great inspiration and comfort of Pekka 
Nevalainen, the singing painter.

Acryl on paper, an indefinite number of paintings made in a particular manner.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Aircommercial  

1999 

Visiting the island where my father grew up, he told us what they used to play around with 
as kids. One of the things his brother and him were doing was fishing for seagulls. Of 
course, this was done in the 1940's when the care for wild animals was not an issue.

A proper amount of fish intestines is placed on the seashore. Attach a fishing line of signifi-
cant length to the meat. To the other end of the line, attach an empty plastic bag. Because 
the seagull swallows the food directly in to the stomach, the chance of getting the bird on a 
string is big. The bird will escape, and fly around the island, screaming, until the string will 
be diluted by stomach acid and the plastic bag fall down.

The bag that my uncle attached was from the local store. Later we have seen that flying 
trough air with commercial messages has become quite usual way of marketing an event or 
a company.





Title:

Year:

Project:

Alternative Wedding Ritual 

1999  

As popular culture such as movies and videogames are increasingly violent, one could 
actually suspect that society rituals also change slowly. As example in a post-Tarrantino 
society it would not surprise me if people starts shooting the wedding cake together, rather 
than only cutting it together, which is known to be the custom where I come from.

In the appropriate time in a wedding, bring forward a pistol of a certain size. The newly 
wedded couple holds the gun together, aims at the wedding cake and pulls the trigger. The 
cake will splatter around at the guests and everybody will be happy and drink champagne.

18





Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Artdisposalchamber TN 

1995-00 

The first year of my study at the academy, the mass of information on the artworld was over-
whelming. So many artists; an absurd amount of artworks. As the artworld seems to have a well-
developed system for exclusion and most artists have their not shown nor sold production at 
stock, the necessity of a recycling system seemed to be appropriate. Not only would an art-dis-
posal possibility relieve the artists from the overload neurosis that unexposed artwork generates, 
the artworld and the world as such, would be cleansed of untransported intentions that is known 
to create aggression.

But why can't one just throw the artworks at normal recycling stations? Why this entire array? 
If we agree that artwork has an aura, as both Walter Benjamin and Theodore Adorno would 
agree on, the stocking together of different artworks from different artists would create an uncon-
trollable auratic radiation, a potentially dangerous situation. A chaotic flow of various intentions 
and expressions could lead to unintentional effects. 

So, the best way to treat the bad art is to throw it in specially designed containers made for this 
purpose. The symbolic power in the act of throwing art in these containers would refill the artist 
with confidence and leave his or her practice open for development and progress.

Besides, why not put ready-mades back into their original function, such as pissoires, Hoovers 
and so forth

new possibilities for you to throw away your art / re-installation of readymades in the real 
world / secure treatment of auratic radiation / professional training 

20
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Artist Studios 

1996 

The people responsible for constructing public and corporate buildings should see the 
extreme potential in including professional working artists in their spaces. The corrective 
quality and effect of having a person working for no obvious reason or without any apparent 
intention at his or her own expense would increase the gain in any company.  

Running a huge corporation, I would even considering including artists in the board, for 
the same reason. The artist would be satisfied with a monthly board salary of let’s say 700 
euro, and would because of this financial back-up spend even more time in the corporate 
building studio.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Untitled (Blinky Palermo) 

1996 

If you were to depict an iconography on Bergen, one sign that you would have to include is 
the triangle apparent on all facades terminating the front wall towards the roof. This particu-
lar termination is seen in many cities around the Baltic Sea and the common reference is 
Hansa, an old chain of trade between the north-European and Baltic countries.

I saw in Bonn a painting by Palermo, which took me 15 minutes to discover, even though it 
was the only artwork in the space. The painting consisted of a painted blue triangle with a 
painted shadow over one of the doors. I will not forget. 
Bergen Palermo Blinky Petroleum British Plinth
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Brygge på flatbygdene (Catch a train)  

2000 

The countryside southeast of Oslo consists basically of farmland and forest. Norway has 
an extensive coastline and most people have a relation to the ocean one way or another. 
An artist and friend of mine initiated a series of sculptural projects on the farm he has in 
Skotbu, called Ringnes, and it felt natural for me to bring some maritime elements to this 
place, so far from the sea. Whilst most citizens in Norway know how to fish in the ocean, 
people living here only do freshwater fishing for Trout and Pike. There is a train passing 
the farm every 2 hours and it is devastating for a busy citizen to miss it and be stuck. On 
another hand, it is a nice place for a two-hour wait.

To re-locate, move and reconstruct wooden pier typical for all small harbours of the 
Norwegian coastline. The pier has to be authentic and special attention should be made 
to all details on the pier such as old rubber wheels, dried sea-grass and rotten rope. 
Placement on Ringnes is in the lower side of the fields towards the railroad tracks. Mounted 
in a step-in height at the back of the pier, the tilted field will bring the public at a level just 
above the roof of the train.

A corroded metal cast representing a fishing rod with line and bait is casually placed on the 
pier.

 Recognition: Prix de Monsieur Teste 1999





Title:

Year:

Project:

hellbillies@ringnes.no 

2004  

At the same site, my friend arranges a music festival on a yearly basis, known as The 
Ringnes Festival. A friend suggested that we should bring a common friend's leaking boat 
on a trailer, and tow it to the lawn in front of the stage. Since my campaign was all about 
bringing maritime objects to Ringnes, I saluted this idea. It would be great seating at this 
particular concert, were Hellbillies was the main feature.

Find contaminated wooden boat of significant size, bring it on to a boat-trailer tow it to 
Ringnes. Place the whole installation on the lower field of the farm; tilt one wheel slightly 
towards the stage. Find power and plug in the refrigerator. Wait for the concert.   

30
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Oslo Circle Line 

2004 

To really get around in Oslo in a practical way I propose to make an underground circle-
line. Important new features are Bjørvika, Hovedøya and Phillipstad, which today has no 
real good connection with the rest of town. Since I can not spend all my time on city plan-
ning, the stops suggested are of subjective choice; Departure in both directions every 5 
minutes, 18 minutes one round, 8 trains in constant move  

Stations from left to right:

Bislet - Homansbyen - Solli plass - Aker Brygge (Phillipstad) - Hovedøya - Bjørvika - 
Loenga - Grønlandshagen - Platousgate - Botanisk Hage - Birkelunden - Ila.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Container Pier Push-away 

1998-04 

In the centre of Oslo, there is harbour works with containers that should be removed to 
build more cityscape by the sea. To highlight this issue the following proposal for a one-day 
installation are suggested:

To install an outboard motor of significant size on the pillars supporting the pier. The motor 
should be run on full speed, preferably on a Saturday, really making a hopeless attempt to 
remove or push the pier away.





Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Carnival in Incognito-town

2001 

One morning around 05.00 a woman starts to shout and scream outside in the streets. She 
keeps on for a long time and it seems like a taxi-driver is molesting her, at least she is con-
stantly shouting -"Let me go!" After a while I call the police, and it turns out all her friends 
ran away from the bill, but the driver got hold of her, and wouldn't let her go until he got 
paid.

The problem in this part of town, the west, is really that people are so cool and incognito 
that nobody really cares what other people do or say. I lived for four years in a building with 
more than 40 apartments, and people did not even say hello in the elevator, people I had 
seen every day for years.
 
As this screaming had been going on for like 30 minutes, and the woman's voice was ter-
rifying, I could not sleep. I imagined all the neighbours and people living around these 
streets probably where awake and could not sleep. The idea was that everybody got 
dressed, made some coffee and came down to the street to have a party, to get to know 
each other, now that everybody had this experience in common.  

A woman is held by a pakistani man (taxi). She shouts and screams for help.It goes on for about 20 
minutes until the police arrives after a tip from me. Ten to six it is quiet and 2-300 peoples is awake. 
Proposal: Everybody get dressed, get down to the street, and we'll dance and have a carnival. Bring 
some food, a chair and coffee / 15.01.01  -15 Celsius
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Fiesta Mayor paa Ole Bulls plass 1998 

1998-04 

Bergjot Jonsdottir, the director of Bergen International Festival, asked me to propose a pub-
lic space project at the festival. This festival is quite interesting, but it is a bit expensive 
and therefore exclusive. My idea was to make a more folkloric (Latin) party at the same 
time making it exclusive, more exclusive than the rest of the festival. The site I chose for 
the installation, were in front of the best and most central hotel, at a square that is named 
after one of Norway's first pop stars, Ole Bull.

Rent a lift of that can reach approximately 18 meters high; Install carefully around 80 col-
oured light bulbs and one outdoor loudspeaker at a considerable height. Find the nearest 
streetlight wire and lead one extension cable plus one thick loudspeaker cable along it, 
towards a building you have access to. Inside the building, install a Minidisk with a pre-
recorded salsa sound and put it on repeat. Plug in the power for the light and the party is 
on. Good sounds for this artwork are salsa demos on advanced electric organs. 

Realised
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Recognition:

Proposal for Churchyard Monument   

1999-05 

An artist and friend, Frank Breidenbruch, invited me to participate in a sculpture project that 
was to take place in a former churchyard in Wupperthal, Germany. As I already had been 
fascinated for a while by the installations where the railroad track ends, this typical bumper, 
which I assume are supposed to stop the train if running wild, this end of the road metaphor 
seemed appropriate and it would make a great tombstone if produced in the right material. 

To design and get produced a man-size tombstone in the form of a bumper and to install 
this at the outside of a churchyard as a sign and a representation of the churchyards func-
tion. Preferably, the sculpture should be performed in black polished marble.  

Plancha de Madera de Verdad Pero de Verdad 2000 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Ibsen Tunnel Improvement  

2005 

One of the major inner city roads in Oslo leads through a tunnel. This tunnel has the weird 
name of Henrik Ibsen, which is hard to recognise, by looking at it or driving through it. An 
easy and tasteful intervention would be to install lights around the tunnel opening to at 
least have some reference to the great play writer.

To install slightly enlarged light bulbs around the openings of tunnel Ibsen in Oslo, referring 
to the makeup-lights around the mirror at the backstage of the theatre. The sensation of 
driving into this heavy lighted hole - going in high speed into the limelight of fame - would 
increase both the visual and the physical experience of driving downtown. Not to mention 
the mental notion of stardust.





Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Infosign (Munch) 

2001-05 

This project is based on a really simple idea. Instead of the classic European standard "i" 
as a sign for tourist information on the road net of Norway, the proposal is to re-design the 
"i". In Munch's oeuvre there is a symbol coming back in many of his works, which to my 
standards of association resembles an "i". In one hand I don’t feel good in quoting an artist 
for such a prosaic cause, in another hand this idea is so banal and tourist gadget friendly, 
that it feels good to have established a sort of copyright on the abuse.

Statens vegvesen has to produce new signs according to the artists guidelines and replace 
all traffic signs in the Norwegian road net with this new info sign.

The cultural impact of this replacement will be massive. As every sign will be passed at an 
average by 500 cars (and probably between 750 and 1200 people) daily, the general knowl-
edge of and interest in painting will increase.

Opposite:  Two people / the lonely  1899 carved wood
Next page: Dance of life 1899 - 1900
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Proposal Tegnerforbundet (Colossal Visa) 

2001 

I had a solo-show at Tegnerforbundet in Oslo. The gallery is a quite interesting space, with 
a lot of possibilities. I had several projects that I considered doing, this gigantic Visa paint-
ing was one of them. It turned out the gallery-owners was a bit afraid of their big windows, 
and a modest and polite amount of pressure was put on me not to realise it. 

Actually it is not a problem for me, in fact the problem is not mine at all. I am travelling in 
proposals. Point is, it is a problem for the gallery, being more careful than co -operative on 
behalf of the arts, the gallery has no future as an experimental and dynamic space. In this 
way the space and its owners - in spite of running maybe one of the best locations of this 
size in town -will not gain recognition for their curatorial program or be an attractive space 
for artists.

Clean windows thoroughly and dry. Squeeze the selected acrylic paint in rich amount at the 
left side of the window, from top to the bottom. Start with the lower colour. Use specified 
rubber tool and start pulling the paint horizontally towards the right side in a decisive and 
even speed. Clean the tool in water immediately and repeat the action on the next colour.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Sculptural intervention  

2001 

Having the window painting experience in mind I never really consider doing this interven-
tion inside the gallery, but presented the proposal as such. 

A considerably amount of artworks turns out to be at its best as a proposal and looses a lot 
of potential when realised.





Title:

Year:

Project:

MACEB - Museo d'art Contemporani de El Bruc 

1996-04 

MACEB is a contemporary art museum for a small village called El Bruc outside Barcelona. 
The museum size is according to the number of inhabitants (app. 800) in this village. 
Therefore, the museum will consist only of one artpiece, namely the museum itself. The 
only artwork is the object that we call MACEB. To realise this idea on a Meta level artists 
were invited to invent the museum, the artpiece, and to deliver a proposal to a catalogue. 

As conclusion, this catalogue would be the only manifestation of MACEB, containing 10 to 
twenty proposals.

Another possible manifestation was to design and install a big metal billboard in the village, 
similar to the ones put up besides huge building sites. The billboard would promote the 
museum and it’s fiction-in-progress.
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M A C E B
M u s e o  d ' a r t  C o n t e m p o r a n i  d e  E l  B r u c

Yutaka Sone (J)
Nana Petzet (D)
Paul Dring (GB)

Pep Dardanya (E)
Gunda Förster (D)
Geir Tore Holm (N)

Pawel Jarodzky (PL)
Pekka Nevalainen (FI)
Talleiv Taro Manum (N)
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Title:

Year:

Project:

MPT - Museo de Pasatiempo

2000

If you are really interested in art, this is the game for you. It is a portable and easy to get 
domestic size game. It is easily set up wherever you are, at work, on travel or at home in 
front of the fire. 

The game consists of five MDF pieces that are put up to resemble a museum space. One 
smaller piece represents the artwork, and can be moved around in the space for the play-
ers’ amusement. A six-language instruction manual and a beautifully water-coloured paper 
bag to carry come along with it.

Multiple edition 5, MDF, ink and watercolour on paper bag, data print manual and PVC -folio

Realised 

(MPT II is expected to be developed and ready by spring 2003)
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Museo de Pasatiempo TN 
- The ultimate game for art people !

Instructions: 1. Look for a flat surface, put together the five largest pieces in 
such a way that it assembles a museal space. 2. Use the smallest piece as 
an artwork and place it according to the space. 3. Observe the placement, 
lightning and expression that your placement represents. Repeat actions as 
much as you need.  4. Alternatively, find domestic objects as an artwork and 
place them around. 5. When finished playing the game can easely be left as 
decorative element in your home.

Museo de Pasatiempo TN
 - Det optimale spillet for kunstinteresserte !

Spilleregler: 1. Finn en rett overflate og sett sammen de fem største bitene 
slik at de utgjør et musealt rom. 2. Bruk den siste biten som kunstverk og 
plassér denne i rommet. 3. Observer plasseringen, lyset og uttrykket som 
ditt valg utgjør. Gjenta prosedyren så mange ganger du vil. 4. Alternativt kan 
du finne andre objekter hjemme og plassere disse rundt. 5. Når du er ferdig 
å spille, kan modellen brukes som dekorativt element hjemme.

Museo de Pasatiempo TN
-Das ultimative Spiel Für das Kunst-Volk !

Spielanleitung: 1. Legen Sie die fünf größten Stücke auf einer flachen 
Oberfläche so zusammen, daß ein Museumsraum entsteht. 2. Benutzen Sie 
die kleinsten Stücke als Kunstwerke und pazieren Sie sie im Museumsraum. 
3. Richten Sie besonderes Augenmerk auf Plazierung, Lichtverhältnisse 
und Ausdruck. Wiederholen Sie den Vorgang beliebig oft. 4. Alternativ kön-
nen Sie auch Haushaltsgegenstände als Kunstwerke einsetzen und sie 
entsprechend plazieren.
5. Wenn Sie genug gespielt haben können Sie das Modell gerne als dekora-
tives Element zu Hause einsetzen.

Museo de Pasatiempo TN 
- Najwazniejsza gra dla ludzi sztuki !

Instrukcja: 1.Poszukaj plaskiej powieszchni, zestaw ze soba piec najwiek-
szych kawalkow, w taki sposob, zeby tworzyly przestrzen muzealna. 2.Uzyj 
najmniejszego kawalka jako dziela sztuki i poloz go zgodnie z przestrzenia. 
3.Obserwoj to umiejscowienie, oswietlenie i ekspresje, ktora to umiejs-
cowienie reprezentuje. powtarzaj ta czynnosc tak dlugo jak bedzie trzeba. 
4.Alternatywnie, znajdz obiekty uzytku domowego, uzyj je jako obiekty sztuki 
i uloz dookola. 5. Kiedy gra jest zakonczona, urzyte elementy moga byc 
pozostawione jako dekoracje w twoim domu.

Museo de Pasatiempo TN 
 - Ehdoton peli kuvataideihmisille !

Ohjeet: 1. Etsi tasainen alusta ja yhdistä viisi suurinta osaa niin että ne 
muodostavat museaalisen tilan. 2. Käytä pienintä osaa taideteoksena, jonka 
sijoitat muodostuneeseen tilaan. 3. Tarkastele sijoitteluasi, valaistusta ja 
ratkaisusi luomaa vaikutelmaa. Voit toistaa kohdat 1. ja 2. kunnes olet tyyty-
väinen tulokseen.
4. Vaihtoehtoisesti voit etsiä kotoasi tavaroita ja käyttää niitä taideteok-
sina,  joita sijoittelet tilaan. 5. Lopetettuasi pelaamisen voit jättää Museo 
Pasatiempo-pelin kotisi somistukseksi.

Museo de Pasatiempo TN 
- El  juego optimal para gente del'arte !

Reglas del juego: 1. Busca un superficie plano y coloca las cinco piezas 
mas grandes de manera que crean un espacio museal. 2. Utiliza la última 
pieza como obra de arte y colocala en el mismo espacio. 3. Observa la sit-
uación, la luz y la expresión que produce tu decisión. 4. Alternativamente 
puedes buscar otros objetos - domesticos o ajenos, y colocarlos en el espa-
cio. 5. Cuando has terminado de jugar, el modelo se puede utilizar como 
elemento
decorativo en tu hogar.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Muchas Gracias III 

1997

Looking at other artists is a fundamental activity in my work. Finding someone I really like, 
quoting and phrasing the artist is away of getting to understand what the work is all about. 

Reinhardt Mucha made some really nice work in Düsseldorf in the early 80-ties. 
Muttersehenallein I think it was called. Installing big black architectural-looking objects in a 
space, he completely changed the identity of the location, towards his own aesthetics. He 
also made a very nice contribution to the 1987 Sculpture Project In Münster, a proposal for 
a duplication of an outside museum vitrine. 

Later I lost track of his work, but it seemed that a certain kind of stool was essential to his 
installations. I started making drawings of this situation, the stool lifting the large object. In 
a way, the stool represented man's struggle against the object. Thanks to this stool, we are 
able to develop our thought, thanks to the stool we are able to go between the heavy bur-
den of the objects we produce and the ground in which we stand on. Thanks to this stool 
Mucha made some great works. 

Muchas Gracias
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Munkedamsveien Park

2003 

In the centre of Oslo, near the seashore by Aker Brygge a new highway departure road 
is built on to a bridge. Under this bridge is left a huge area, without any visible function 
or care. Having that kind of space left like a no-place is to bad. It will be a matter of time 
before a parking company rents the space for nothing and makes another parking lot. What 
about using these spaces as sites for contemporary art. It is really huge spaces considering 
the placement and the price of estate down town.

Paint the concrete surface of the bridge according to artist’s description.  Use only two col-
ours, red and yellow, to appropriate a certain traffic-aesthetic notion, and brighten up the 
space. Install coloured lights in the ceiling under the bridge. Paint the two pedestrian walks 
with the same red and yellow paint, mixed with fluorescent medium according to official 
road technical standards.

Let the space open for public, and invite people to make events.





Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Proposal for Beach in Barcelona ( Encantát de servír le, gracias), Various Flight Plans 

1998-02 

In Barcelona the cigarette machine is talking to you, it tells you that it was a pleasure to 
serve you, and that it’s grateful for it. Moreover, the people do not seem to care. I thought 
that if could get hold of an airplane and a banner, I would use the same message to pro-
mote Associó dels jóves Melancólics, which is the Catalonian office of Young Melancolic's 
Society. 

I also like very much the inner city beaches in Barcelona, which is never crowded, and has 
a low fashion factor. I think the beach is an appropriate space for showing art; the public 
often are very relaxed and casual when they receive the art and they got better time to 
think about what they see, than if they were to walk around in a museum like MACBA. In 
these contemporary museums, the architecture is so present and invading that peace of 
mind to think is utopia.

Actually the only intention with the project was to use the art-as-vehicle to send people a 
nice message, something that they where used to hearing, and did not seem to unfamiliar. 
Maybe they would let the mind float into wondering what kind of association that was, pass-
ing by with their banner. What could possibly be the point of such an association, come to 
think of it I often feel melancholic, but its weird going to this club about it, alas, there could 
be no possible connection between young and melancholic, besides, if you’re melancholic, 
you wouldn’t want to go to hang out with a lot of other sad people.... 

Maybe the people on the beach would think like that; maybe some of them would, and I 
would be happy and feel my work was successful.

it was a pleasure serving you,thank you / Association of young Melancolics 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Norsk Sokkel TN Award 

2001-05 

In the art world artists very seldom give one another public recognition, except when some-
one dies or get really sick. I see sculpture as a very open and intriguing form of working. 
Even public actions or anonymous public interventions of any kind could be looked upon 
as sculpture. For an exhibition at Bergen Kunsthalle, I wanted to establish an award, to be 
handed over in public, with a celebrative greatness and a formal manner. The object itself 
is a heavy iron beam, brushed, polished and produced by my friend Ashley Green. 

On a public event, prepare with a microphone and flashlights. At a specific time during the 
event, grab the microphone and call peoples attention. Read or speak specific text on the 
award, its background and the reason for nominating people for the award. Read in a quot-
ing manner the specific constructed text representing the jury and hand over the award to 
the price winners.

Norsk Sokkel Award 2001: By the Way Gallery, Bergen

From left to right: 
Ingrid Berven and Annette Kierulf (By the Way), Solveig Øvstebø and BoKrister Wallström (Bergen Kunsthalle) 
and Terje Nicolaisen (Norsk Sokkel TN) 





Title:

Year:

Project:

N.Y piece 

2001 

Unrealized project withdrawn  
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Produkten für Fergeleien 

1999 

The ocean between Lofoten and mainland is called Vestfjorden and is often quite wild. 
The ferry trip over it is notorious and many people feel sick going with the boat. However, 
nobody really want to talk about it, since it is not really though as the ocean outside 
Lofoten certainly is. Therefore, instead of discussing this any further, the ferry company 
produces tickets that contain seasick medicine. The medicine dilutes in your mouth when 
you put the ticket on your tongue, and end of discussion. A discrete and practical way of 
making the boat trip better.

Produce tickets containing seasick medicine. The ticket should dilute when swallowed. 
Children tickets should be not that strong, and all people sensitive to the medicine, such as 
pregnant and allergic should pay only children fare. 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Proposal for Momentum 2000 

1999 

I was asked to show some proposals for the 2000 Momentum curator team. This bi-annual 
art-show was largely to be held in a reconstructed sport arena, but one also wanted public 
projects for the park surrounding the hall. This combination box, shown at the next three 
pages, could be mounted around in the park as a permanent installation and with tempo-
rary and flexible usage. A monstrous and old-fashioned mechanic shipyard lift is supposed 
to turn the boxes easily, and the boxes should be placed around in the park according to 
usage, by the city's park maintenance team.

Construct five to ten boxes according to specified drawings. A lift with a 180 degrees 
momentum is used to transport and turn the boxes. Store them outside in the park when not 
in use.

Install various equipment in each box; a halfpipe for skating, electricity for concerts, fire-
place for fishing, theatre-props for acting and so on.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Proposal for Onomáte-sando 

2000-05 

Working with the yellow light projects for years, I stopped doing it in 1998 at the Museum 
of Contemporary art in Oslo. During these years I learned about an artist in Berlin called 
Gunda Förster. She had made basically the same projects, installing red light in an empty 
shop in Weimar at the same time as I had installed yellow light in a shop in Bergen (Gult 
Lys i Kong Oscarsgt. 45, 1996). Not that we had the same intentions or reasons for doing 
it, but still it was exiting. 

Some years later I travelled to Tokyo and at Onomáte-sando square the roof billboards 
where extremely beautiful and tempting. Instead of imaging all the billboards with yellow 
light, I immediately decided for red colour.

Change all billboard design at Onomáte-sando square, displaying only Pantone Process 
Red colour for a limited period of time.   





Title:

Year:

Project:

Recollecting works (The Lookalike Show) 

2001-04 

The idea is to recollect all artworks owned by private and public collectors to install it for a 
Collected Works show. In another space in the same exhibition, the artist makes again the 
works, based on the memory he has of it.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Re-opening Cafe in Tapiola  

2000 

Walking around in Tapiola with Pekka Nevalainen, discussing possibilities for the HEART 
project, we came across this tall functionalistic building. It is a house where people live in 
small functionalistic apartments and the top floor used to be a cafe, a sort of community 
salon for the attendants where they could have parties, but also an open cafe for the public 
with live tango music.

Now the cafe is closed, and one initiative could be to re-open it. I guess peoples need for 
privacy and a quiet life is larger today than it used to be, and the board of the building will 
not allow any public drinking place in their house. 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Rjukan 2005 

1995-05 

Rjukan is the ultimate site for a grand yellow light project. First of all the city has no sun-
light most of the winter, because the tall mountains around it. The yellow light will serve as 
an energy booster. Secondly, this town is absolutely fascinating because it was designed 
and built by architects, not unlike Brasilia, only in 1905 when Norsk Hydro wanted to start 
producing electricity there. Thirdly, Rjukan celebrates 100 years anniversary 2005, both as 
a city and as the starting point of industrial production in Norway. Actually, I have been writ-
ing the town of Rjukan a letter every year since 1994 to ask them to invite me for this pur-
pose. Today it is only three more years to the anniversary.

A huge glowing yellow light panel is to be installed high up in the hillside, visible from the 
whole town.

 

Due to tall mountains, the city of Rjukan has lack of sunlight six months every year. Since I 
started thinking about this place as an ultimate site for a yellow light project, I feel a strong 
sense of presence there even when I am not there at all. Every time Rjukan is mentioned 
on radio or elsewhere it immediately engages me.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Surf with UMS 

1997 

The Young Melancholic Society is a fictional organisation working for peoples right to not 
have opinions and to live meaningless lives. It has been materialised several times in terms 
of installation on exhibitions. The work has basically resembled an office (the YMS office) 
and consisted of borrowed furniture and various works on paper.

To promote the society a surfboard is constructed. The board design promotes YMS. The 
main symbol of the organisation is the dolphin, which in spite of its highly developed sensi-
bility, seems to appear satisfied and constantly on the move, a constant wish in all melan-
cholic.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Ticket Counter 

2004 

My friend arranging the festival at Ringnes, asked me to construct a ticket-counter to be 
able to check the tickets and to sell them. I imagined that it must be a very boring job sit-
ting in this box selling tickets while everybody else where having a party. So I decided to 
make a really interesting ticket-counter, the kind of place people would envy the one sit-
ting inside, and probably would come over to see some TV or have a chat about the latest 
news. 

Construct a large comfortable ticket box in wood. Arrange with electricity. Install eight to ten 
TV's with satellite channels from all over the world.  
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Theory Seminar Object 

2000 

At the Momentum exhibition there was arranged a theory seminar on contemporary art. I 
wanted the seminar to be involved in an artwork, and suggested that a large fleet could be 
the arena for it. 

The fleet is pulled around on a lake by a horse as the lectures and discussion go on. 
Preferably the seminar should be held in the night, when the slide-projector will make the 
fleet object a very nice view for the public on shore.

Construct a large wooden fleet with access to power. Bring on the acquired seminar equip-
ment and tie a tick rope to the front side. A strong horse (locally known as "Fjording") pulls 
the fleet around the lake, as the seminar is going on.  

the fleet is pulled by a horse / after dark slide show on the water in Stensparken 2000 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Traditional Chinese Cooking 

2000-05 

This proposal is for the contemporary museum in Oslo. There is a cafe there that serves 
good and cheap food. Nevertheless, it is not an inspiring or cool place to meet other artist. 
First of all it is not open after 16.00, but secondly and maybe more important the people 
running the cafe makes Chinese fast-food instead of cooking real Chinese, which really 
could be a treat when done in the home cooking tradition. Thirdly, the interior does not 
meet any contemporary criteria at all (not unlike the curatorial program).

To try to boost Norwegian art-life, I will as a sculptural project for the museum, spend a lim-
ited time working on improving this conditions.
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Untitled 

1998 

No project  
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Untitled (Sliding Door)

2002 

Construct elastic, electricity driven mobile sliding door and send it on the tram-tracks 
through the city.

Sliding door on tracks through the city 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Untitled 

2000-05 

Various stamp-design proposals  

50% happiness
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Yokohama Triennial 1973 

2002 

To send a proposal to a triennial that already took place years ago. 
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Title:

Year:

Project:

Wheel of misfortune II 

2000-05

I never really got into understanding how artists in Norway received public commissions. 
Which one might say is a pity, since such a great part of my artistic focus is based on get-
ting ideas for public space. But when they built a new hospital in Trondheim I saw the add 
and felt like applying. The strategy of the committee was to keep a high level of recycling. 
The projects selected should take in consideration to use material from the old hospital and 
to reflect on hospitalisation as such.
 

Bring together a suitable amount of used hospital beds; weld them together so that they 
assemble a large wheel. The wheel should then be mounted on a tall concrete fundament, 
so that people would not start climbing in it. 





Title:

Year:

Project:

Text in image:

Zigeunerpack TN 

1995 -05 

During the years a lot drawings turned out to be representing logos for fictive companies 
and societies. Unlike Adbusting these logos had as direct connection to what I was working 
with as any other drawing, whether it was a self-portrait or a quote. For the same reason I 
didn't really know what the logo's represented. 

What I do know about Zigeunerpack TN   is that the sound of it resembles a negative 
expression from the old times used to describe a nomadic ethnic culture locally known as 
Tater, people related to the gipsies, and that it doesn't represent this for me. A good friend 
of mine, a gipsy, living permanently in Spain taught me Spanish and some Flamenco songs. 
His brothers and cousins normally sing when they are out having a drink. 

His personality appeals to me and what I picked up from him is pride, gipsy embellishment 
and simplification. He often had really good feedback on artworks, making the analysis very 
simple and straightforward, which I kind of liked.

show-off / decline / courage / simplification / conformity 
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